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Welcome to the world 
of  Brightr ® sleep.





THANKS FOR CHOOSING 
BRIGHTR ® SLEEP PILLOWS!

The right pillow can make a world of difference in how well 
you sleep at night. As sleep experts, Brightr® sleep has 
created the best pillow to ensure your sleep is all it can be.

Our pillows are designed Tailorfit™ to your specific sleep 
needs to ensure you have a perfect night’s sleep. 

Infused with the healing powers of copper, Brightr® pillows 
eliminate bacteria and allergens that cause allergies and skin 
irritations, so get ready to enjoy cleaner skin and a healthier 
sleep. 

Also, knowing that every pillow we sell contributes to the 
effort to rid oceans of plastics and lower carbon emissions, 
gives us  peace of mind at night…
We hope it does for you as well.

Welcome to the world of Brightr® mornings.



SO YOU’VE JUST RECEIVED YOUR NEW 
BRIGHTR ® PILLOW, WHAT NOW?

Your pillow was tightly rolled to fit in its 
box and create less emissions on its way 
to you, so it needs some time to get back 
into shape. 

Take it out of the box and out of the 
storage bag, shake and let it breathe for a 
few hours.

Now that your pillow is ready, it’s time to 
Tailorfit™  it to your body and favourite 
sleep position.



To extend the life of your 
pillow, we  recommend you 
use a pillow protector (like 
the Brightr® Copper pillow 
protector) for an  extra 
layer of protection from 
bodily fluids like sweat and 
oils that will eventually 
land on your pillow. Wash 
your pillowcase regularly to 
keep your pillows fresh.

The copper fibres in the 
pillow will protect your 
pillow from bacteria, mould 
and viruses, and will help 
with eliminating any odours. 
But for extra freshness, 
you can wash your pillow 
in a washing machine, we 
recommend adding tennis 
balls to your dryer to get 
back the original loft of the 
pillow.

Show your pillow some 
love and fluff it regularly 
to bring the oomph back. 
The Refinex™ fibres inside 
the pillow will lose some of 
their volume as time goes 
on but you can add some 
of the layers you’re not 
using  to boost the volume, 
so you can use the pillow 
for longer.

HOW TO LOOK AF TER YOUR PILLOW

USE A PILLOW PROTECTOR HOW TO CLEAN IT FLUFF IT REGULARLY

We don’t use plastic in the packaging of our pillows in hope of reducing waste and keeping plastics out of 
oceans. The box is made from 100% recycled paper, plus it’s biodegradable. So if you choose to throw it away, 
throw it in the paper recycling bin so it can get another lease of life. Be kind to the environment and if you 
can, re-use the box your Brightr® Sleep pillow came in for storing your pillows or shoes. You can also use the 
storage bag to store spare IQillow™ layers or out of season clothing.

DID YOU KNOW?



Your pillow has 3 unique IQillow™ layers which are clearly marked ‘S’ for Small, 
‘M’ for Medium and ‘L’ for Large. Select the right number of layers to create 

your perfect pillow.
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TAILORFIT ™ AT THE HEART

7 DIFFERENT COMFORT OPTIONS
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 SIDE SLEEPERS    BACK SLEEPERS  FRONT SLEEPERS
high loft  & f irm feel medium loft  & medium soft  feel low loft  & soft  feel

If you prefer high loft and a 
slightly firm pillow, start with all 
three IQillow™ layers (combine 
Small, Medium and Large) and 

give it a try. If this is too high, 
remove one of the inserts to find 

your perfect fit.

If you sleep on your back, we 
recommend a medium height 

pillow to ensure your head 
doesn’t tilt up or down when 

you sleep. Try a combination 2 
IQillow™ layers, and check your 

spine alignment.

If you love sleeping on your stomach, 
we recommend the lowest loft in 

the pillows to ensure your head’s not 
pushed upward during sleep. Start with 
the smallest IQillow™ layer and see how 
it feels. If it’s not right – try sleeping on 

just the Medium or Large layer, until 

you find your perfect good night bliss.
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PERFECT FOR ALL SLEEP POSITIONS



120 NIGHT S SLEEP GUARANTEE

Sleep on it for 120 nights. If you don’t
love it, we’ll give you a full refund.

Any questions?
e-mail us: hello@brightrsleep.com

www.brightrsleep.com


